در باب انتقادهای وندود بر کرته انگاری انتقادی گادامر: چند سوال
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چکیده

یکی از چهار یا پنج دهه نیست که هرمنوتیک هایدگر و گادامر مورد توجه اهل تحقیق قرار گرفته است. با این حال در طول این مدت کوتاه ما، شاهد انتقاداتی و پرخوردگی‌های تندی نسبت به اندیشه‌های هرمنوتیکی آنها بوده‌ایم. هرمنوتیک فلسفی گادامر، پس از انتظار حقیقت و روش در 1960 با تبدیل پیش زیادی مواده شد. یکی از حوژه‌های مهمی که گادامر در آن با انتقاد مواجه شده معرفت‌شناسی است. اگر چه موضوع معرفت‌شناسی نقل حقيقی و روش نیست و هرمنوتیک وی این سوال را به دو هدف می‌کند که می‌چه چیزی را می‌توانیم بشناسیم و آنکه فهم چگونه می‌کند، نتیجه علمی انسانی بلکه در کل تجربه سه‌را از عالم؛ آیا هرمنوتیک گادامر به نسبی انتقاری می‌انجامد؟ به خود آن چیزی که دو در تقدیم این نگاری به آن می‌زنده؟ پاول واندولن، یکی از سه‌را است که اخیراً هرمنوتیک گادامر که متر لغت مورد انتقاد قرار می‌دهد. او کتابی با عنوان "سرسال مفسر متن،" منا و متفکرو مشتر کرده است که دو فصل نخست آن به ویژه فصل دوم با عنوان "تأویل به منا" وک، رودی و واقع انتقاد گادامر" را به حمله به یکی از وجوه هرمنوتیک فلسفی گادامر اخ تصانی داده است. من طرح کلی کتاب یا و انتقادهای بر گادامر را این گونه که در 62 صفحه اول آن آمده مطرح می‌کنم در نتیجه گیری، پنج پرسش با تناقضی در مورد تدوی تاویل والندوک را طرح می‌کنم.
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Abstract:

Epistemology and its formational trend have been always one of the discussions in various parts of science; and nowadays modern sciences have plentiful effects on the process of epistemological studies. Different men of letters from various fields have also studied and scrutinized it. Among these researches, evolutionary epistemology wants to explain the process of formation of epistemology by modeling it through evolution theory. Here I do effort to investigate Karl Popper’s view point of epistemology which has been affected by Darwin’s theory of evolution and biogenesis. Human beings always criticize adaptation of their theories and, rather, their epistemology to survive the environment and conditions more and better and also improve their cognition. Thus In this essay the first section has a glance on evolution itself and then the two other sections will study epistemology and its criticisms done by Popper. Finally his evolutionary concept of epistemology will be surveyed.

Keywords: Epistemology, Evolution, Evolutionary epistemology, Natural selection, Trial and error, Conjunction and falsification, Modeling, Adaptation, Consistency.
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**Freedom and the possible worlds from the viewpoint of Leibniz**
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**Abstract**

One of the most important topics in Leibniz’s thoughts is thoughs is the nature of freedom. Here, he attempted to develop an analysis of freedom by which he can show how God and human beings can be free in the same sense. To solve the problems of freedom in God and human beings. Leibniz highlights some important points, such as: the distinction between absolute and hypothetical necessity, and the theory of possible worlds. This essay shows that Leibiz’s attempts for solving the problem of freedom leads to some difficulties, and finally results in a kind of determinism.

**Keywords:** Leibniz, Freedom, Contingency, Possible worlds, Hypothetical necessity.
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Hermeneutics as general art of interpretation in
Schleiermacher’s viewpoint
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Abstract:

In this assay, I am going to introduce Schleiermacher’s hermeneutics. Hermeneutics, from its beginning in the Greek tradition up till eighteen century, ha been applied to serve sacred text, and all the meaning of sacred texts were being understood by using rhetoric and critical approach along with the linguistic and grammatical regularities.

But, by Schleiermacher, hermeneutics as the general art of interpretation got out of the realm of sacred text and is used to understand very text. Schleiermacher, affected by Romantists, Philologists, and The Enlightenment, maintains that to understand a text we have to re-create or reconstruct author’s creation. This includes two types of reconstruction: grammatical and psychological. Overcoming the psychological over the first later texts. he, by using divinatory method, tried to reach the subjectivity of the author. Therefore, beside the first pair of opposites, i.e., grammatical and technical, we can see a second pair, divination and comparison. Here, we will discuss about Schleiermacher’s hermeneutics by focusing on his key elements.

Key words: Schleiermacher, Hermeneutics, Grammatical and Psychological Interpretation, Divinatory and Comparative Interpretation.
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An Analysis of Meinong’s Theory of Objects
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Abstract:
Alexius Meinong is one of the contemporary analytic philosophers who has enormously influenced his successors. His philosophy was in some features affected by the Greek philosophical tradition beside Brentano and Twardovski. One of the most prominent principles of his philosophy is to distinguish "being" from "so-being", the latter is something beyond the existence or non-existence of the objects. Having this distinction in mind, He then turns to investigate the "so-being" inexistence entities like the "circle-square". He calls the realm of the so-beings "ausser sein" (extra existence) and tries to make it the foundation of his theory of objects. This article shows, through a comprehensive and subtle examination of this theory, that "ausser sein" lies beyond the existence and non-existence; it is the universe of pure objects and has a weak degree of objective reality.

Key words: Alexius Meinong, theory of objects, subsistence inexistence, existence, ausser sein, Extra Existence
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Truth and nullity (nothingness) in Mowlavi and Heidegger
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Abstract:

It can be seen that the most new and contemporary thoughts, through the comparative studies, have been somehow put forward sporadically but clearly by mystics and some Iranian philosophers. Considering this can bring about both self-confidence to our past and a hope for having more notice to the sympathy between East and West. A constitutive interpretation of "(nothingness) is one of these thoughts which in Islamic tradition has been regarded as a turning point of freedom, and it is also in Existentialism a vas of every being and the pivot of truth. In the light of disclosing man’s truth, Existentialists have claimed that truth comes from untruth. Getting out of actual beings and moving towards what actually "does not exist" is an introductory step, and a necessary condition of this disclosedness. Being successful in this way is the same as escaping from the jail of sham certainties and crude dogmas.

This article investigates the relationship between truth and nullity (nothingness) in Mowlavi (as a great representative of Islamic tradition) and Heidegger (as one of the highest features of Existentialism).

Key words: Mowlawi, Heidegger, Freedom, Truth, Nullity (nothingness), Disclosure, Man.
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The Theory of Conventional Conceptions and its Theoretical and practical Effects
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Abstract:

The theory of authentic conceptions, in its general form, is a new theory introduced by the Great Interpreter and Moslem theosophist the late all knowing Mohammad Hussein Tabataba’ee into the field of philosophical argumentation. Doctrines brought up in argumentations of logics and the old philosophical anthropology and also controversies in the Rhetoric Science, and Moslem Scholastic Theology and the Islamic Legal Theory, some have paved the way in his sensitive mind and others provided the raw material for that theory. The theory teaches us that human beings, in their interaction with the environment take action to make devices of the kind of thought. These thoughts, being present in any kind of individual and social action, describe the things and human beings relevant to us, using titles, qualities and attributes which are not true whatsoever. The moral, legal, economic and political laws are all of this type of thoughts. Recognition and distinguishing them from the real thoughts and knowing how to think and research in them adequately, not only increases our scientific insight, but also will teach us how to think and which errors to avoid, while making individual and social decisions.

Key words: Authentic conceptions, real conceptions, stages of voluntary action, scientific agent.
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